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NIMBARK FASHIONS LTD., MUMBAI
Nimbark Fashions Limited is a leading textiles
company with rich experience spanning over
past 25 years and specializing in development
of fancy yarns. Products: Fibre used to create
fancy yarn include Modal, Lyocell, linen, cotton,
catonic, viscose, polyester, fex and blend of fbers in various
propositions. The company takes a leading position in creating
fancy yarn which is linen like. It has variety of yarns in this segment
with effects of slub, thick and thin and with various blends of fbers.
The company produces and markets poly/cotton, 100% polyester,
poly / viscose, linen blends and fancy twisted yarn which is used for
knitting and weaving.

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD., MUMBAI
Reliance will display a range of speciality
Recron® Polyester fbers and yarns for
application in value-added knits and
wovens. Some of the key products in focus,
especially for Tirupur and neighbouring
manufacturing centres, would be Recron® Green Gold,
Recron® EcoD, Recron® Recobulk, Recron® Micro, Recron®
Recosilk, Recron® Fancy and Recron® DDLS etc. Endproducts developed from these specialty polyesters would also
be displayed to provide a birds-eye view of the various product
development possibilities.
RIETER INDIA PVT. LTD., PUNE

PALLAVAA GROUP, ERODE
Viscose yarns, poly/viscose yarns, bamboo
yarns, core spun yarns, modal yarns, modal/
cotton yarns, etc., form part of the yarn range at
Pallavaa Group. Their products include 100
percent viscose yarns-ring, open end & vortex
MVX (bright and dull); viscose-silk blended yarns; viscose-wool
blended yarns; modal and blended yarns; tencel and blended
yarns; 100% polyester yarns; poly-viscose blended yarns and
core-spun yarns (fexible & rigid core).

A wholly owned subsidiary of Rieter Group,
Switzerland, it occupies a leading position
in the market for textile spinning machine
and is recognized as a supplier of entire
spinning systems from a single source.
Rieter India has also started manufacturing its spinning
product range at its facility in Pune. Exhibits include Rieter
yarns, fabric samples, garments made from four spinning
systems, Com4®ring-ring-spun yarn, Com4®compactcompacted ring-spun yarn, Com4®rotor-rotor-spun yarn and
Com4®jet-air-jet spun yarn.
ROYAL YARNS COIMBATORE PVT. LTD., TIRUPUR

PRATIBHA SYNTEX LTD., INDORE
Prathibha Syntex Ltd offers a wide range of all
kinds of vortex, ring mélange and blended, ring
grey and open ended yarn. They also offer all
kinds of mélange/solid and mélange viscose,
p/v knitted fabrics with or without lycra.

The company offers a wide range of grey,
dyed, mélange, organic, and special
yarns. These include polyester cottons,
cottons compacts, eli twists, core spun,
lycra, linen, pima, giza, mercerized,
grindle, jaspe, slub, modal, organic, vortex with blends, CMIA
fair trade cotton, bamboo, tencel, multi count and zero count

RAJASTHAN SPINNING & WEAVING MILLS LTD., DELHI

SAMBANDAM SPINNING MILLS LTD., SALEM

Manufacturer and exporter of synthetic spun
yarns from India, the company uses ecofriendly and natural raw materials like recycled
polyester, organic cotton, bamboo, soya, milk,
corn fber, charcoal fber, Lyocell, Modal, silk,
linen, wool, cupro and many more inputs to develop a variety of
yarns in 100% and in blends with man-made fbers like polyester,
viscose, acrylic, nylon, X-static and Coolmax.

With a total installed capacity of 89,052
spindles, Sambandam Spinning Mills
manufactures cotton yarn of counts
ranging from 20s to 100s carded, combed
and knitted besides TFO, compact, gassed
and mercerized yarn. The company's products are well
received in both domestic and export markets. Forty percent of
the production is exported to Italy, Peru, Japan, Hong Kong,
Indonesia and Malaysia.

RAJVIR INDUSTRIES LIMITED., SECUNDERABAD
Manufacturers of 100% cotton yarns, compact,
organic cotton and blends, fair trade (focert
and ecocert), and pima/giza cotton. Super
specialty blends in cashmere and angora
blends, wool, spun silk, nylon polyamide and
their blends; eco friendly yarns in modal and modal blends, linen
blends, viscose and viscose blends, excel and excel blends,
recycled polyester and cotton blends.
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SANGEETH GROUP OF COMPANIES, COIMBATORE
Sangeeth Group of Companies are
manufacturers & exporters of 100% cotton
& compact yarn and blended colour
mélange yarn. Products range from Open
end yarn counts of ne 6/1 to ne 20/1 and
ring spun combed yarn counts of ne 30/1 to ne 50/1 and
mélange / fancy yarn counts of ne 20/1 to ne 50/1. In this count
range Sangeeth manufactures combed yarn, for weaving &
knitting. All their spinning units are equipped with latest
machinery from Reiter, Lakshmi, Schlafhorst and Murata.
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